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tos easy to borrow at 3 J per cent, and thus to pay off the debt
(for there turned out to be few who were not content with such
a return for their money). The whole thing was an excellent
proof of the expanding and secure position of England and her
finances at a moment when the country had spent £30,000,000
on a recent war, and had been able to subsidize her allies—and
when her rivals and allies as well had been crippled by the
struggle. For England alone was under no necessity to raise
large armies for service on land, and the increasing mal-
distribution of wealth made it increasingly easy to raise the
resources of government from taxation.
The reason of this truth—that badly distributed wealth yields
more in taxation than well-distributed wealth—is clear. Where
vou have one man with £10,000 a year and a thousand other
men serving him at £100 a year you can easily take in taxation
from that one man's £10,000 a year, say, £2000, one-fifth; but
where you distribute wealth evenly and have to deal with a
thousand independent families at £110 a year each, it would
be impossible to tax in the same proportion: a man with £110
a year cannot pay £22 a year in taxes.
The Seven Years War. The Seven Years War is one of
the most important political events, not only in the history of
England, but of Europe and the world. It secured the superiority
of England at sea, which half a lifetime later became her
vmncSriHty at sea, and the consequent command of the sea for
a hundred and fifty years. It drove the French Government
out of North America, and by driving the same Government
out of India it left all that vast economic field open to English
enterprise alone. More important than all this, even to the fate of
England herself and obviously to the world at large, was the effect
the war had upon the standing of Prussia. Prussia henceforward
became the power to which the German race looked more and
more for its leadership. Protestant Berlin slowly ousted Catholic
Vienna as the centre of German life. It was the victory of
Prussia, moreover, in the Seven Years War which, by crippling
French financial resources, left England so manifestly superior
at sea, with all the consequences of that superiority.
The beginnings of the struggle were irregular. Without a
declaration of war the English Government had embarked upon
a certain amount of sea-fighting to embarrass the French
approaches to their colonies on the St Lawrence and their posts
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